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Get Your Boots On

Jesus speaking:

“There is a big –nay, a very big– shakeup coming within the ranks of the Children of

David. As you remember, just recently, I allowed a few within your ranks to be relieved

of field duty and to return home. It was a lesson for those that remained in their

foxholes, those that should have been out fighting the enemy alongside you, My loves. A

few moved, a few realized that their foxhole was not as safe as they thought they’d made

it. I am going to send a few more volleys into the camp of David in order to shake them

out of their lethargy. It will be a shock to many, but not to those who have kept in tune

with HQ. These soldiers will not be surprised, but instead will realize that it is but the

price one must pay for joining the army. The reboot was not a call to hang up the old,

worn out, army-issue boots; it was a call to come to the Staff Sargent and request new

issue.

When the reboot bugle sounded, many of My Children of David thought that it was a call

to barracks. It was not; it was a call to arms. Your ways are not My ways. My ways are so

much higher than your ways. Who called the retreat? Why would you think that the war

was over and that Israel was called to their tents? Was the reboot a recall, a retreat? The

Children of David received the call of Jeremiah; did that trumpet sound change notes at

the reboot? Not so, My loves. I warned My troops that feeding the poor in flesh was My

job, and I made it clear that the Children of David were to feed the poor in spirit, the

ones that I would bless with greater faith and to whom I would give the Kingdom.

“Blessed are the poor in spirit: for theirs is the kingdom of heaven.” Now the time is late,

very late, and those poor in spirit should be fighting alongside you to win Hill 666. There

is some pretty heavy artillery being trained on your positions, My children, but those

that have left their foxholes and are right now out on the field seeking out enemy

positions will not be partakers of the incoming missiles.
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Those on the spiritual front lines will only see the flashes and hear the thumps as the

shells hit our positions, and although they are behind enemy lines, because of their

obedience to do My will they will be safe, being in the center of My will. This

bombardment is from My hand, the enemy has no power but that which I give Him. Stay

where you are. You are in the center of My will, and in some respect so are your brethren

that are still eating their pottage seemingly safe and snug in their foxholes.

“Continue following hard after Me, listening to My whispers and focusing on the power
and calling on the Keys of full possession. You have unearthly weapons, My love –actual
supernatural spiritual access to My realm, through My portals, into the fifth dimension!”

Out of Memphis

Hit the Devil head-on in a direct-attack approach by calling on the power of the keys to

weaken his hold on people, and victory is

 
guaranteed.

Pray for these your battalion because I am about to put some fire into the promises I

gave to your commander David. I am about to stir the army from its slumber. Some don’t

even have their boots on, let alone their weapons in hand. They are like the kitten and

have gone to sleep and left their engine on. Their engine is now very low in fuel. That is

sad, but still, even a  car with little fuel can move out of the garage and head on down the

street in search of the closest fuel station.

They will come, those that survive the first barrage. They will come, and they will be very

willing to fight. They will be in the fear of Me then. Now is the time to pray for them, for

there will be great disorientation at first, but very quickly they will know what has

happened because their former training  will come back as a flood. I have not lied to you,

My dearest dears; 2022 is the year the enemy will blanket-bomb all pockets of resistance.

He wants to totally overrun all enemy hot spots. So go on spiritual frontal attack and he

won’t be ready for you. You always have the upper hand because you listen to My

whispers in your earpiece. This war is going to be won through My guerrilla commandos.

The big, conventional armies of the churches are going to be wiped out as the enemy

opens fire on their positions.”
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tests strengthen your faith

Media Word File

Compilation of prophecies on faith for the COD…compiled by John
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but if not faith

Media Word File

Compilation of prophecies for the COD…compiled by John (see John’s page for more on

this subject)
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greater faith for the endtime

Media Word File

Compilation of prophecies for the COD…compiled by John (see John’s page for more on

this subject)
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come out from among her

Media Word File

A call of David to come out of the world and be separate. This is a call to come fight in

the last great battle before Jesus returns.

Download
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